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DDC GIVES BACK TO NAVAJO NATION
In   October,   DDC   CEO,   Austin 
Tsosie,    delivered    $350,000    in 
dividends   to   its   Navajo   Nation
shareholders    for   calendar   year
2017.     The     total     contribution 
provided $210,000 to the 
Navajo Nation Controller’s  
Office for the Navajo General 
Fund and $140,000 to the Navajo 
Nation Department of Economic 
Development, which was applied 
to the Business and Industrial  
Development Fund (BIDF).  

The    dividend   is   the   third   such 
payment   issued   by   DDC   since 
October 2017. Since that time, we 
have contibuted $850,000 to the 
Nation. Seth Damon, BFC Chair 
Council Delegate, said he is “very 

grateful to the Diné Development 
Corporation for its consistent  
contributions.” In addition to 
shareholder dividends, DDC lends 
value to its shareholders through 
an internal tribal development 
program, charitable contributions, 
tribal economic development, and 
community-oriented sponsorships. 
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“The appreciation that I received 
from the Navajo representatives 
was overwhelming. I truly look  
forward to continuing to 
contribute DDC dividends that will 
provide a positive financial impact 
and   expanded   benefits   to   the 
Navajo Nation.  We’re really just 
trying to do our part.” 

         – Austin Tsosie, CEO, DDC 

Austin Tsosie and OC Tom Present Dividend to Shareholders

GIVES BACK
Diné Development Corporation



This year, DDC began its rebranding 
initiative, which was introduced by 
the refined DDC vision, mission, and 
core values. The rebrand promotes 
one family of subsidiary companies, 
which  collectively  provides   profits
and employment opportunities to 
the Navajo Nation. In the midst 
of DDC’s momentum of organic 
growth, our rebranding efforts unify 
the subsidiary brands and redefine 
our   efforts    on    behalf    of   DDC
Shareholders. Although our core 

purpose     has     not     shifted,     the 
initiative brings a centralized focus 
to the DDC organization. The key 
progression of the rebrand is two-
fold: 1) redesigning the subsidiary 
logos; and 2) revamping the DDC 
website. These efforts will realign 
DDC    with     a     cohesive,   unified 
message and prepare companies for 
future   growth. DDC Marketing is 
planning for the release of the new 
subsidiary logos in January 2019 and 
DDC   website   in   February   2019!

Shareho lders 
c  o  n  f i r m  e d 
Stanison Yazzie 
as the new 
member of the 
DDC Board of 
Directors. Yazzie 
will serve a one-
year term. DDC 
m a n a g e m e n t 
and    Board    of 

Directors    were    commended    by    the
shareholder           representatives                for 
integrating a young professional into the 
Board in support of DDC’s mission to 
provide employment opportunities and 
economic viability to the Navajo Nation. 

Yazzie, who is Diné and resides in Chinle, 
AZ,   is   a   senior   project   manager   at 
Western Millwork, Inc. His experience in 
managing       large-scale       construction 
projects will provide a unique business 
outlook that will complement existing 
Board members’ industry knowledge. 
Yazzie is a graduate of Northern Arizona 
University, where he earned a bachelor’s 
degree in construction management.  

Austin Tsosie, DDC CEO, said, “We look 
to our younger Navajo professionals, 
such as Stanison, to encourage talented 
and driven Navajo youth to join our DDC 
team  and   help   support  our  long-term 
Navajo  leadership  development  goals.” 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS WELCOMES NEW MEMBER

DDC announces the appointment of Chris 
Castle    to    Senior   Director    of    Business 
Development. Though a new employee, 
Chris  is  not  a   new   face   to   DDC,  as   he 
previously served as a consultant in support 
of business development, proposals, and 
operations. His new role will allow him to 
expand     on    these    responsibilities   with  
oversight of business development efforts.

Chris complements the DDC team with 23 
years         of         technical        knowledge, 
exceptional entrepreneurial experience, 
and management skill set. Through Chris’ 
extensive     experience    in    starting    and 
managing companies, he is keen on operating small professional services 
firms in highly competitive commercial and government markets. Chris is 
also   a   seasoned   manager   of   all   aspects   of   business,   from   hiring, 
establishing mission critical-focused goals, and developing and managing 
operational   budgets   to   leading   cross-functional   teams  on  complex 
programs and projects.

Austin  Tsosie,  DDC  CEO  said,  “Chris  has  already  made  a  significant 
contribution to DDC as an independent contractor, and we look forward 
to his business development leadership and guidance, which will help us 
continue to make a positive financial impact on the Navajo Nation.” 

MEET THE SENIOR DIRECTOR 
OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

The DDC Board of Directors and 
Shareholder            Representatives 
visited      the       Navajo      Nation 
Washington Office and three major 
DDC office sites across the country 
including              Dayton,                 OH; 
Chambersburg, PA; and Ft. Meade, 
MD. Delegates Walter Phelps, who 
represents Cameron, Coalmine 
Canyon, Leupp, Tolani Lake, and 
Tsidi To ii communities; and Norman 
Begay, who serves Alamo, Ramah, 
and Tohajiilee communities, were 
among the representatives on the 
tour. Board of Directors Chair, Ron 

DDC Board of Directors and 
Shareholders Visit Office Sites

Wood, and members Bobby White, 
Lewis Campbell, Frederick White, 
and Stanison Yazzie also joined the 
nationwide tour. 
“The  purpose  of   the   trip   was   to 
provide our Board leadership with 
first-hand      experience      of       our 
subsidiaries’ work by touring sites to 
touch   and   feel   what  we  do.   As 
outgoing shareholders, they will be 
able    to    continue     sharing     our 
performance   and   impact   on   the 
Navajo Nation” stated DDC CEO, 
Austin Tsosie.

In reflecting on the past year, one of the 
interwoven themes was change. Every one of 
our employees persevered through change 
and committed to DDC’s strategies to  
further align us to our DDC vision, mission, and 
core values. 2018 reminded us of the power of  
differing strengths and talents in carrying out our  
collective and respective company missions. In 
the process, humility thrived and strengthened 
our rapport and sense of direction. 
In 2018, we defined our new targets with 
the development of strategic business 
plans, which guides us into the new year. A  
prelude to this new direction 

is   DDC’s regular dividend cycle to the Navajo Nation. I want 
to thank our staff, teams, and DDC Board of Directions for  
being the drivers behind this important giveback. The Nation leadership 
has recognized DDC for leading the way in dividend return, as other  
Nation enterprises have followed suit. Ahéhee’ to each of you for your 
support   as   it   is  truly  your   hard   work that continues  to  make  this 
happen. With your dedication to our organization and valued clients, 
we look forward to 2019 bringing continued subsidiary growth and new 
business. I wish you all the joys of the season and happiness throughout 
the coming year.                            – Austin Tsosie, CEO, DDC

2018 Impacts
Philanthropic outreach is one of the 
cornerstones of DDC and its family 
of subsidiaries. We are grateful for 
the talented teams who afforded us 
the      opportunities      to      support 
humanitarian relief efforts, STEM 
education, and community outreach 
events, such as local youth sporting 
events and Navajo Nation events. In 
2019,    DDC    contributed    to    the 
following causes:
National Reservation Economic 

Summit 

• 2018 AFCEA Bowling Fundraiser
• 2018 Navajo Nation Economic
   Summit
• Turquoise Nation Little League
• Phoenix Indian Center Gala
• KTNN Scholarship Golf 
   Tournament
• American Indian Chamber of 
   Commerce of Arizona
• Gallup Inter-Tribal Ceremonial
• Big Brother Big Sister Mtn. Region

• Robert Dye
• Starlings Volleyball
• Navajo Nation Treaty Commemoration
• Doriauna Cole 
• TESTIFY Anti-Bullying Concert
• Wind Talkers Baseball 10U/14U
• Navajo Nation Code Talker Day 2018
• Miss Native American Pageant
• Navajo Nation Shiprock Fire Station
• Navajo Nation Junior Live Stock Show
• Navajo Nation Fair

• Diné College Gala
• Shiprock 4-H Programs
• AISES Phoenix Golf Tournament
• Morning Star Leadership, Inc.
• Tuba City Project/Change Labs
• New Mexico Indian Affairs 
   Department
• Eastern Agency Community
• Saint Michaels Association for Special
   Education
• Chizh for Cheii

CEO CORNER

New Brand Realigns Family of Companies

DDC Board of Directors and Shareholders at Navajo Nation Washington Office
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Congratulations, Raymond Dom, 
on becoming DDC IT Services’ 
newest CISSP-certificate holder!

Certified      Information      System 
Security Professional (CISSP) is a 
globally-recognized certification 
that validates a candidate’s ability 
and    expertise    in    all    fields    of 
information security.

DDC           congratulates         Don 
MacDonald on his appointment to 
NOVA President. In his new role, 
Don will oversee NOVA operations
including contract and financial 
management, development of 
new and existing business, and 
strategic customer and partner 
relations.  He will also continue to 
serve as a mentor through DDC-U.

Prior to assuming the new role, 
Don served as NOVA Director of 
Operations.    In  this  capacity,   he 
improved operational performance 

while securing contract awards and 
strategic business development 
initiatives.      A     seasoned         IT 
management professional, Don 
brings 25 years of management, 
customer relations, and business 
development experience in the 
federal and commercial sectors. 
Don   managed    IT   programs  and 
developed     small     business     IT 
environments for both federal and 
commercial customers.
“As Director of Operations, Don 
surpassed      all     expectations     in 
leading   the  company’s  team  and 
expanding   the   business.   We  are 
excited   to   support    him    in   his 
continued    efforts     to     generate 
lasting opportunities for DDC and 
the Navajo Nation,” said Austin 
Tsosie, DDC CEO.

As you may know, I recently assumed the role of NOVA President. Having 
been onboard with NOVA for five years, I have been committed to the core 
principle of the company, which is ensuring that our revenue benefits the 
Navajo Nation. Without our team, the support and giveback to the Nation 
would not be possible. NOVA’s major key to success is our people, and our 
organization is stronger than it has ever been. 
NOVA has had a successful year thus far, including winning 100% of our 
re-competed opportunities and being awarded a new DISA contract. With 
our hardworking team members excelling in contract performance and 
driving key business development initiatives, we have an exciting future 
ahead of us.          – Don MacDonald, President, NOVA Corporation

As a subcontractor to Phacil, NOVA was recently awarded the first task 
order released under DISA Encore III, DISA and USCYBERCOM Defense 
Red Switch Network (DSRN). Phacil’s team will ensure the operation of the 
DRSN, which delivers telecommunications and conferencing services for 
C2 crisis management and security functions. Under this task order, NOVA 
will provide operation and maintenance in support of DoD organizations 
spanning the National Command Authority, National Military Command 
Center,  Commander  in  Chief  Command  Center,  and  Warfighters.  The
subcontract, valued at $2.3M, will ensure continued work at Fort Meade.

NOVA Team Awarded ENCORE III Task Order

In recent months, NOVA was 
awarded    subcontracts    on    the 
following IDIQ contract vehicles: 
DISA Encore III, totaling a ceiling 
of $17.5B over ten years for prime 
partner, Phacil; DOJ ITSS-5, with a 
ceiling of $1.4B over ten years for 
prime, IntePros Federal; and Army 
ITES-3S, totaling $12.1B over nine 
years for prime team, EZteq and 
General Dynamics Information 
Technology. As a partner on these 
teams, NOVA will drive continued 
growth  in  its  IT  services  portfolio 
and   capitalize   on   its  successful 
record  of  performance  with  core 
clients. NOVA has the ability to 
gain work up to ten years into the     
future, which represents billions of 
dollars in potential value. 

MEET THE PROTÉGÉ
NOVA welcomes Jewel Honga to 
its team. As protégé, Jewel will 
work        directly        with        Don 
MacDonald, NOVA President, in 
supporting     NOVA’s    operations, 
finances,  and   BD.   Jewel   will   be 
responsible        for       maintaining 
contract tracking documentation 
and monthly financial reporting. 
Jewel is an enrolled member of 
the Hualapai Tribe and identifies 
as Hualapai/Diné. She is Nát’oh 
Dine’é and born for the Hualapai 
people. She earned a dual degree 
in management and marketing 
from Northern AZ University. She 
resides in Peach Springs, Arizona 
and plans to relocate to Odenton, 
MD to work with the NOVA team. 

In recent weeks, we completed our 2019 Business Plan, which paves the 
way  for   the  exciting  year  ahead.  Our  plan   establishes   the  strategic 
approaches for retaining our existing  work  and  growing  business  within 
existing  and  new  customer  bases.  In  the  new  year,  DDC  will  place  a 
renewed emphasis on our core values through its Vision, Mission, and Core 
Values campaign. Please remember and strive to implement our vision, “to 
be the best tribal corporation in the world,” throughout your daily work. 

The leadership team appreciates all of our employees’ hard work in striving 
to be the primary contractor of choice for our customers. In reflection of 
our success within the past year, we are grateful to have a talented group 
of employees that work vigorously to achieve this status as the foundation 
of our business. Without our employees’ commitment, we would not be 
where we are today.            – Jeff Abney, President, DDC IT Services

We support the Air Force Institute of Technology Communications Unit by 
delivering    technical     and     operational     support     through   lifecycle 
management including planning, budgeting, integration, and operation 
and   maintenance   of   state-of-the-art   communications   and   computer 
systems. The AFIT/SCP supports IT and communications for more than 
1,800 students, faculty, and staff across four in-resident Air Force colleges. 
Under  the   IT   Support   and   eInvitations   contracts,   our   teams  provide 
system and workstation administration,database/application admin., and 
web  services  to sustain  AFIT’s  mission.  Our  work  directly supports the 
eInvitations  application,  a  standard  tool  used  throughout  the  DoD  for 
electronic invitation and management. Our design/implementation of the 
application has saved the Government $119 million since 2006 in paper 
costs by automating government event invitations and RSVP management.

AIR FORCE PROGRAM DRIVES EFFICIENCIES

Located at Wright Patterson Air 
Force Base in Fairborn, OH, the 
Air Force Materiel Command 
(AFMC) Logistics Directorate 
(A4N) team supports the Air 
Force logistics community by 
ensuring that Warfighters are 
equipped with  the  resources  to 
conduct logistics operations. 
DDC   ITS’     data     management 
professionals maintain a robust 
data environment with timely and 
trusted information. The team 
provides systems engineering 
and professional services to 

establish      and      execute     an 
enterprise       architecture     and 
create the infrastructure for the 
Maintenance,       Repair,        and 
Overhaul Capability Initiative. 
The current contract, which is the 
third task order under an IDIQ 
vahicle, has experienced a 200% 
personnel   expansion   since  the 
initial task order. In September 
and October, we increased by an 
additional nine IT professionals 
for     the     purpose     of    making 
operational       a       cloud-based
Logistics Data Environment (LDE).

CONTRACT SPOTLIGHT
U.S. Air Force A4N-LODM

Commendations

NOVA CORPORATION

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

MEET THE
PRESIDENT

IDIQ Awards Create 
Growth Opportunities

Air Force A4-LODM Team in Dayton, OH

President’s Message
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As 2018 comes to an end, we 
continue on a strong path forward. 
Central to our strategy has been 
expanding our portfolio and 
retaining current contracts. We 
have seen the fruits of that hard 
work as our team has secured new 
contracts and renewed existing 
contacts, which put us in a great 
position to capitalize on 
opportunities into 2019. 

Every department has played a 
large role in retaining our existing 
work as we continue to perform 
above and beyond customers’ 
expectations. With renewed focus, 
we continue to build on our 
reputation of delivering high-
quality services that exceed our
clients’ missions, while building 
success for long-term stability for 
employees and the Navajo Nation. 

In September, we endured 
Hurricane Florence, which greatly
impacted the Carolina coast and 
beyond, including the Fort Bragg 
and Camp Lejeune areas, the 
location of many employees and 
customers. We extend our prayers 
and thoughts to those impacted 
by the storm. Through this 
adversity comes new strength that 
has brought us together to 
overcome the destruction. 
– Anson Dooley, President, DDC 4C

President’s Message

The   DDC   4C   team   donated  17 
computer monitors to Saint Michael 
Indian School on the Navajo Nation. 
The school provides students from 
local Native American communities 
with a quality education rooted in 
Catholic values and focused on the 
Native heritage. SMIS has more than 
390  students  enrolled ranging from
preschool through high school.

DDC 4C Donates 
to Navajo School

DDC 4C’s official fleet print now 
displayed on NASA and USACE Ft. 

Bragg and Camp Lejeune sites 

DDC 4C’s        primary         business 
development focus for 2018 was 
to transition its existing work from 
single-year contracts to multi-
year IDIQs and Type C contracts.  
Throughout the year, the company 
has realized success in increasing its 
backlog      to      ensure     continued 
profitability.The following contract 
awards demonstrate achievements. 

USACE Savannah District, REAT 
ERS Natural Resources Support
In September, DDC 4C partnered 
with   LG2/ QRI  to  win  a  task  order 
under   the    U.S.    Army   Corps  of 
Engineers        (USACE)      Savannah 
District       Regional     Environmental 
Acquisition Tool,  Environmental     
Restoration Services MATOC. Under 
this five-year contract,    the   team   
will   provide   60%   of   the  services, 
totaling    approximately    $3.5M   in 
natural resources support, to Ft. 
Bragg and Camp Mackall, NC. 

USACE Omaha District, Sikes Act 
Permit Management
DDC 4C successfully transitioned 
this   ongoing   contract   in  which  it 
provides multiple U.S. Air Force 
installations with a software as a 
service (SaaS)-based solution to 
automate their management and 
reporting requirements under the 

New Family Member!

2018 BRINGS CONTRACT AWARDS

2018 brought continued success for the BRIC, with the most notable being the acceptance into the SBA’s 8(a) 
Business Development Program. Securing this designation has enabled BRIC to join its sister companies in 
pursuing  8(a)  opportunities  to  expand  its  experience  in  the  environmental  science  sector.  Key  to  our 
strategy  of  expanding  our  industry  outreach  was  our  attendance  at  the  Society  for  American  Military 
Engineers’ (SAME) Federal Small Business Conference in November. Held in New Orleans, LA, the conference 
promoted the meeting of federal procurement decision makers with the private sector. BRIC’s conference 
attendees participated in networking events and educational sessions that provided insightful information on 
small business development and federal contracting. The conference was a key platform that allowed us to 
introduce BRIC’s capabilities to attendees and network with potential customers and industry partners. 
As the year closes, we would like to recognize all of our employees who continue to achieve success among 
their programs and remain dedicated to our customers. We wish you and your families a happy holidays!
                                                                                                                               – Steve Sullivan, President, BRIC

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

The U.S. Army Garrison Ft. Devens 
commands, controls, operates, and 
maintains the base, which is located 
outside     of     Boston,     MA.   The 
Directorate of Public Works (DPW) 
operates   and   maintains   the   base
buildings, facilities, roads, utilities, 
grounds, ranges, and real property; 
provides       engineering      services, 
facilities management, planning, 
and environmental stewardship. 

In support of the DPW, the BRIC 
provides geographic information 
system (GIS) support, including real 
property        management          and 
master planning services. A critical 
component of the project involves 
computer-    aided        design     and 
drafting      (CADD)     system       and 
facility management support, which 
includes managing and maintaining 
drawing   records,     verifying      site 
and facility conditions and records. 
Its support enables the DPW to 
maintain and repair all infrastructure.

Contract Spotlight:
U.S. Army Garrison 
Ft. Devens

BRIC’s subcontract under Booz Allen 
Hamilton,  Army  Joint  Base  Lewis-
McChord (JBLM) Integrated Training 
Area Management (ITAM) contract, 
has      been      extended    through 
January 2019. ITAM serves as the 
Army’s comprehensive approach to 
land management, as it is based on 
the integration of military mission, 
natural resource stewardship, and 
environmental          compliance.    It 
provides for the maintenance of 
Army    training    land    in    order  to 
ensure quality training and realism, 
reduce environmental damage, and 
enhance the public image of the 

Army    as    a    conscientious    land 
steward. BRIC’s team provides the 
following services in support of the 
customer: Range and Training Land 
Assessment          (RTLA);             Land 
Rehabilitation and Maintenance 
(LRAM);         Sustainable        Range 
Awareness         (SRA);          Training 
Requirements Integration (TRI); and 
Geographic Information System 
(GIS) support services. Our team’s 
work is vital to the Army as it repairs 
and regrows damaged land.  We 
look   forward   to   supporting   our 
customer into the new year.

U.S. Army Subcontract Extension

DDC 4C BRIC

DDC 4C President, Anson Dooley, 
welcomed Carson Anson Dooley to 
his family in July. Weighing 6 lbs. 14 
oz. and 18” long, Carson was born 
at    Norfolk    General    Hospital   in 
Norfolk, VA. Carson is of the Sage 
Brush clan and born for Bitter Water 
clan. Congratulations to the Dooley 
family on your new addition!

Sikes   Act.   Under    this    five-year, 
$2.0 million contract, DDC   4C   will   
provide its iSportsman   system   to   
16      existing       installations      and   
onboarding five additional  facilities 
through the course of the contract. 

USACE Savannah District, 
Eradicate/Control Invasive Species 
DDC 4C was awarded this five-year, 
$700,000 contract in recognition of    
its continued excellence in providing 
this service for the last eight years 
under various contract vehicles. Our 
ongoing work involves performing 
aerial treatment for fire ant control 
on the seven Fort Bragg drop zones, 
which have been infested with fire 
ants   that    can   be   fatal   to   those 
individuals who are allergic to stings. 
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In    the    past   few    months,   Diné   Source   has focused on 
expanding our client and partner network and showcasing our   
capabilities.    We  recently  attended   the   2018  U.S.  Air   Force 
Information Technology and Cyberpower Conference (AFITC) 
and   Alamo    ACE    Conference,   which    has   allowed  us  to 
strategically plan for future Army and Air Force initiatives. Our 
company has also been engaged in strategic planning to ensure 
the continued growth of Diné Source in its first year in the 8(a) 
program.   It   is   exciting   to   see    our    team    growing   and 
relationships with our sister companies thriving.

As we head into the end of the fiscal year, I would like to thank 
the Diné Source team for its hard work and energetic support   
of the company. Without our team members’ dedication to our 
efforts, we would not have had success in 2018. Our employees have 
demonstrated  diligence  in  their  performance  and  gone  above  and 
beyond to enhance their individual skill sets. We are   well  on  our way  
to    becoming    the    premier   small   business  provider   of   software 
development and IT services.                  
                                            – Scott McKee, President, Diné Source

President’s Message

As    Diné    Source    continues     to 
promote its brand as a new 8(a) small 
business, it has taken advantage of 
several conference and industry 
events to drive networking efforts. 
In November, Business Associate 
and Protégé, April Armijo, attend-
ed the American Indian Chamber of 
Commerce     2018     Preparing     for 
Economic    Opportunities    at    the 
Indian    Pueblo    Cultural    Center in 

Albuquerque, NM. In tandem with 
New Mexico PTAC, AICC hosted the 
program to provide small business 
with   industry   knowledge   and  an 
opportunity     to   meet   with   local 
commercial,       city,      state,     and 
government agencies, such as the 
DOE, Sandia National Laboratories, 
DOI, and Indian Health Services. 

April   also   attended   the   Alaskan
Native Corporation and Native 
American-Owned Small Business 
Open House hosted by Sandia Labs. 
This   event   provided   a  forum  for 
tribal businesses to network and 
meet individually with Sandia Labs’ 
small business  advocates and other 
organizations. Diné Source used the 
opportunity to network with Alaskan 
Native    Corporations     and    tribal 
companies and gain industry insight 
from current and targeted customer 
organizations. 
 

Tribal Industry Outreach 

Having     attained     its     SBA    8(a) 
certification this year, Diné Source 
continues to make strides in 
strengthening its core capabilities 
and gaining experience with major 
customers.      In      August,     Scott 
McKee, Diné Source President, and 
Pam Plesz, Diné Source Business 
Development Director, attended the 
AFITC in Montgomery, AL. As the 
largest Air Force training and trade 
show       event,      the      conference 
converged    decision    makers   and 
industry     with     the     theme     of 
“Cyber  Vision of the Future: Mission 
Defense and Trusted Information.”       
Totaling 4,000 attendees, the event 
included highly influential figures in 
the cyber security and IT arena. 

They   also   attended    the   AFCEA 
Alamo ACE conference, which was 
held in San Antonio, TX. Leading 
participants with the theme of “The 
Next          Frontier-      Transforming 
Enterprise Ops to Multiple-Domain 
Ops,” the conference provided Diné 
Source   with   insight   into   current 
developments in cyberspace. Both 
conferences provided opportunities 
to obtain key insight from clients in 
in the cyber security arena.

CONFERENCES PRESENT 
OPPORTUNITIES for 8(a)  

Ya’at’eeh! Having been with the DDC 
family of companies for more than 
five years, it is an honor to serve as 
the President of North Stone, DDC’s 
newest subsidiary. North Stone was 
established in June    2018    with    a    
focus   on   delivering   high-  quality, 
reliable    IT    services    under    the 
primary     NAICS     code     541513. 
Our company will focus on core IT 
service areas including information 
assurance     and     cyber     security, 
business process improvement, and 
network operations. Our targeted 
customer base encompasses the 
Department of State (DOS), Defense 
Information Systems Agency (DISA), 
and U.S. Army. 

The relationships with our sister 
companies   will  support  progress 
within the federal IT industry. In 
working with subsidiaries, such as 
NOVA   Corporation   and   DDC   IT 
Services,   we  hope  to   expand  our 
client    base    and    develop    past 
performance in our core capability 
areas. Critical to our success in the 
new year will be our acceptance    
into        the         Small         Business 
Administration (SBA) 8(a) Business 
Development Program.

As the year closes, I would like to 
express my sincere appreciation for 
all of our employees’ hard work that 
you   have   dedicated   to  the  DDC 

Originally from Sweet Water, AZ, 
Calista is Tł’ááshchí’í, the Red 
Bottom People, and born for the 
Tó’aheedlíinii,    the    Water    Flows 
Together    People.    She    earned   a 
master’s      degree      in      Business 
Administration from the University 
of Maryland. Prior to her promotion 
to    President,    Calista    served    in 
various roles throughout the DDC 
organization and participated as a 
protégé. Initially serving as NOVA 
Executive Assistant, she continued 
to promote and work under DDC 
directors and subsidiary presidents, 
gaining     valuable     experience    in 
human resources, operations, and 
business management. Her most 
recent role as Business Manager, 
in which she worked under mentor, 
DDC       CEO,       Austin        Tsosie, 
ultimately    prepared    her   for   the 
transition to subsidiary president. 

In 2013, Calista participated in the 
Reservation Economic Summit (RES) 
in Las Vegas. Being able to attend 

DINÉ SOURCE NORTH STONE

Scott McKee and Pam Plesz at AFITC 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
organization. As we look forward 
to 2019 and beyond, I am excited 
about all of the opportunities that 
North Stone has on the horizon. I 
wish each of you and your families a 
safe and happy holiday!
                 – Calista Pinnecoose, 
                    President, North Stone

Kudos to Tom Banks for his recent certification in Windows Operating Systems!

Commendations
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At   the  core  of  DDC’s  mission   is 
employing and developing capable 
Navajo professionals for leadership 
advancement opportunities. DDC’s 
Mentor-  Protégé   program,  a   key 
initiative of DDC University (DDC-U), 
fosters   this   ideal   by   developing 
Navajo protégés into well-rounded 
leaders         who        support       DDC 
subsidiaries. Calista Pinnecoose, 
President      of      DDC’s      newest 
subsidiary, North Stone, serves as a 
compelling example of the success 
of the program.  

RES and hear from American Indian 
entrepreneurs,   and    in    particular, 
female entrepreneurs, inspired her 
to    continue  on  the  path  to  bring 
economic    development    to     the 
Navajo  Nation.  “Even   if   you’re  a 
reservation    kid    who    faced    many 
obstacles, you can do it – you can 
open and run your own business,” 
was   one   of   the   messages   that 
Calista   heard   at   RES,  which   still 
resonates    with    her    today.  As  a 
woman      working       in       federal 
contracting, Calista was inspired by 
Roxie Schescke, President of Indian 
Eyes, LLC, who won and accepted 
that year’s award for Native Woman 
Business Owner of the Year.  

“I am grateful to have been a part of 
DDC’s            unique          leadership 
development program, which is 
designed to develop well-rounded 
leaders,”    stated   Calista.  “DDC-U 
cultivates future generations of 
American Indian leaders.”

New President Rises Through DDC-U



As stated in the Referral Policy, DDC 
offers a $500 bonus for a new hire! 
Once hired, the new and referring 
employee must be employed with 
the company for 90 days, starting 
from the date of hire, before the  
referring employee’s bonus is paid.

If you know an active job seeker that 
would meet the qualifications for 
any of our openings, please submit 
the candidate directly to recruiting@
ddc-dine.com with a comment that 
you are an existing employee and 
referring the candidate. He/she can 
also apply directly through the DDC 
Careers page by creating a profile 
for a specific job!

DDC instituted a new travel policy, 
which took effect on 11/1/2018.  
Please refer to the DDC Intranet 
SharePoint site for details.

The Accounting and Finance Team  is 
excited to implement Jamis, its new  
ERP system, on 1/1/19.  The system 
will integrate all previously siloed 
functions, including timesheets,  
expense       reporting,         purchase 
requests, budgeting, forecasting, 
employee self-service, manager 
self-service, and additional features 
in the new year. 

Jamis will be familiar to employees, 
as it is the same system in which we 
conducted 2019 benefit enrollment. 
Stay   tuned   for   future  emails  with 
additional information!

NEW ERP SYSTEM

Congratulations to our employees 
that    celebrated     their     ten-year 
anniversaries with DDC this year!!
              Rachel Cross (DDC IT Services)
    Stephen Martonosi (NOVA)
    Pam Plesz (DDC)

Updated Travel Policy

DDC Referral Policy

DDC New Employees

DDC
Chris Castle, Jessica Flanagan, 
Gilbert Martinez

NOVA CORPORATION
Terrance Branch, Mercedes 
Cleaver, Kismet Hartley, 
Jewel Honga, William Huston, 
Lewis Jenkins, Carnell Mahoney, 
Marlene Moore, Ian Nakamoto, 
Edgar Newby, Tien Nguyen, Shane 
Peterson, Kyana Rhaney, Danielle 
Spence-Tidd, Aaron Stelzer, Jenny 
Thompson, James Yannekis

DDC 4C
Angel Phillips

BRIC
Ian Burrow, Wade Catts, Duane 
Peter, Ian Roemer, Nathan Walker

DDC IT SERVICES
Richard Allen, Vladimir Benally, 
Richard Berry, Brent Bowser, 
Kimberly Buchhalter, Aalona 
Chandler, Elizabeth Corcoran, 
Karen Edwards, Ryan Gallivan, 
Robert Gourley, Larry Greenlee, 
Tedd Hamilton, Alicia Heath, 
John  Heberling Jr., Laura Holiga, 
Stacy Barnes Hornyak, Ronda 
Houston, Francine Jenkins, Robert 
Kinney, Peter Lehmann, Shane
Milburn, Mark Nickoson, Brent 
Piddock, Steven Shurte, Monte
 Simmons, Luis Suarez Jr., Kent 
Taylor, Jonathan Tinsley, Joseph 
Tucci, Jason Wiese Nicole Wilson

DINÉ SOURCE
Aaron Linn, Paul Kennedy, 
Jason Rau, Ricky Robinson

NOVA Corporation
Database Admin., Defense Red 
Switch Engineer, ISSO, Sr. 
Application Admin., Sr. SharePoint 
Engineer, Senior Tech. Application 
Support, Tier II SharePoint Admin., 
Unix Cybersecurity Support, 
Windows System Admin. (2)

DDC IT Services
Director of Capability 
Development, Enterprise Architect, 
Enterprise Storage System Admin., 
Ops. Research Mainframe Support, 
Sr. Agile Tester, Sr. IT Manager for 
HBSS, Sr. ServiceNow Admin./Dev., 
Sr. SharePoint Dev., Sr. Test Engineer, 
SharePoint Dev., Unix/Solaris System 
Admin., Web Developer

DDC 4C
Forestry Tech.

Open Positions

Diné Source
SharePoint Devel.

Ten-Year Anniversaries!

DDC wishes you and your families 

Happy Holidays
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